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Proposal 

The USPS intends to restructure, where feasible, city letter carrier assignments separating 
a delivery unit's office casing and associated duties from street duties. This can be 
accomplished by evaluating the value of existing assignments and adjusting routes to as 
near 8 hours as possible by creating full time street assignments and full time office 
assignments ideally, however, depending on the mail volume and window ofmorning 
operations and mail flow, these office assignments may include some associated street 
duties. 

Implementation ofthis proposal will result in carriers with office duties (casers) casing 
and preparing for delivery approximately 3-4 street routes in contrast to carriers with 
assignments consisting ofpredominantly all street duties. 

Background 

Reductions in cased volumes have been experienced in all delivery units due to increases 
in delivery point sequencing (DPS) of letter mail to a national average ofabout 92%, 
virtual elimination ofthe Detached Address Labeling for saturation mailers, and the 
introduction ofFlats Sequencing System (FSS) mail reducing flat mail casing by about 
70% in FSS units. In addition to these office efficiencies, total delivered mail volume has 
been declining at alarming rates. 

The outlook for FY 2011 and beyond does not include a significant rebound for total mail 
volume. As the economy continues its' downward spiral, so will the negative effect it 
has on our mail volume. The most influential industries in our declining economy are 
housing and banking which are also two major sources ofmail volume for us, particularly 
First Class volume. Residual effects have caused reduced discretionary spending in 
other industries important to mail volume, such as cataloguers and advertising. 

About 25% ofall city delivery ZIP codes have 4 feet or less cased volume per route. 
Many inner-city, low volume routes and routes receiving FSS mail earned more total 
fixed office time than they do actual casing time. Low incremental volumes distributed 
to these units cause waiting time impacting all carrier routes ultimately resulting in 
inefficient route structure and vehicle utilization. 

Corporate sustainability has become a USPS imperative and is a strategic tool to achieve 
business goals. In order to increase our sustainability we need to reduce our vehicle 
usage and the amount ofoffice footprint in our delivery units. In locations where 
enough office window is available to create full time caser assignments, it is anticipated 
that vehicles can be eliminated and fuel consumed reduced due to less to and from 
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mileage used. Casing configurations for a participating delivery unit may also be reduced 
by combining casing equipment into a horseshoe configuration or in a single row instead 
of separate stations or by creating carrier cases that dictate horizontal casing by block 
face rather than by separate addresses. There is no intention to change any casing 
standards; however, it is expected that reductions in the office percent to standard will be 
realized through more efficient casing, reduction in office line item time, and less waiting 
time. 

Concept 

After the appropriate units are selected it is anticipated that route evaluations would occur 
in order to determine the unit's total office time and street time values. Routes would be 
adjusted by removing all office time except clocking in, signing for keys, accountables, 
obtaining scanner, receiving instruction/service talks, and vehicle safety checks. Street 
time will be added to routes approximately equal to the amount ofoffice time removed 
(as near as 8 hours as possible). Carriers with only street duties would collect mail that is 
prepared and staged for delivery, perform nominal office duties as stipulated above, clock 
to the street, load their vehicle and proceed to the first delivery point. The expectation is 
that carrier street time will be about 7:40 hours for deliverers. 

Essentially, adjustments will be made to the existing routes by removing casing/office 
duties from as many routes as possible creating separate caser and deliverer assignments. 
Street routes would be near 100% street delivery and office routes would be near 100% 
office duties for some and others would case multiple routes up to a specific time and 
then perform street duties for the remainder of their assignment. 

Casing carrier assignment duties would include the following: 

Case residual mail for multiple routes 
o Depending on mail arrival time and carrier leave time window 

Perform any withdrawal mail from distribution cases necessary for routes on 
their string 
Pull down residual mail for routes on their string 
Handle all Change ofAddress and mark ups for routes on their string 
Place all residual mail in hamper or other conveyance for transport to vehicle 
Collect all DPSIFSS/Saturation mail and parcels and place in hamper or other 
conveyance for transport to vehicle 
May case and deliver a street assignment to fill remaining hours ofassignment 
May deliver Express Mail 
May perform early bird collections 
PM casing ifnecessary 
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Street carrier assignment duties would include the following: 

Collect accountables, keys, scanner for route 

Check in with supervisor 

Pull Hot Case and perfonn scan 

Load delivery vehicle in order ofdelivery 

Deliver and collect mail 

Deliver Express Mail in line of travel 

Return to office 


o clear accountables, keys 
o dock scanner 
o notice left parcels 
o collection mail 
o PM casing if required 

lbis strategy should afford a less contentious office management environment in that 
fewer carriers will be casing mail and those carriers will be striving to attain a set time 
per route for completing their assignment. There should be less need for carriers pivoting 
on undertime, therefore reducing the operational inefficiencies and delivery 
inconsistencies experienced by customers that are associated with constantly splitting 
routes. Curtailment will still be used as a work load leveling tool to avoid overtime and 
maintain street schedules. Expedited Preferential Mail (EPM) is another program that 
may complement the route optimization strategy and should be explored. The route 
optimization concept would allow for a more consistent workload for both the carrier 
caser assignments and carrier street assignments, and in turn will provide our customers 
with more consistent delivery times. 

Site selection criteria 

A small number of sites will be implemented initially. Each site should possess the 
following characteristics: 

Each office should contain only one delivery zone, containing between 6 and 24 routes. 
Ifpossible, the selected site should be an associate office for bid alignment purposes. 

Current quality PS 3999'8 since the last adjustment; site is COR prepped and has efficient 
casing equipment. 

F2B either staffed below current requirements or has a number of flexible employees 
(PTFs, TE's) as we are assuming less staffing requirements. 

Routes should receive low cased volume; average not greater than 2 foot letters and 4 
foot flats per route for the unit. 

Consistent early/on time mail flow and arrival, including DPSIDPS residual mail (lOP 
compliance). Based on 6:00 AM or earlier case assignment (begin tour). 
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Average street time on routes should be less than 6 hours 45 minutes. 

Function 4 staffed adequately. 

Site should be proactive with good management interaction. 

Implementation process 

The implementation process shall consist on a separate office and street analysis process 
being performed. A recent four week period will be selected as a basis for adjustment. 
This information will be exported from DOIS as a Work load! Work hour Report. The 
cased work load shall be credited to each route per existing standards: 18 ppm for letters, 
8 ppm for flats and 70 ppm for pull down and strap out. The total earned office time shall 
then be converted into groupings ofapproximately 3 hours and 15 minutes office time. 

Process for Establishing: 

A detailed accurate count ofarriving mail volume by time is necessary to establish work 
groupings. Utilize a current and accurate route inspection 
for the unit. Determine the Office Time value for the unit. Using the unit Office Time, 
determine the total number ofcasers required (Total Office Time / 150 minutes). Group 
contiguous (routes with street portions in close proximity) routes as much as possible 
using office time into groups totaling 150 minutes. 

A process has been established for utilizing COR to create the street route equivalent for 
the deliverers portion. Use the street portion of the corresponding office routes used to 
build the caser. Total street time should equal 7:30 or so. Build smaller street portions, 
including business strip mall delivery into street portion for caser to deliver 
(approximately 4 hours). 

Casing Strategy: 

The caser is responsible for casing all available mail into the respective cases for each 
route in their area of responsibility. Mail will be generally available in small amounts of 
the same type ofmail at the same time, for instance, reject flats or reject letters, manual 
flats, machineable flats, etc. for all routes in the assignment. This mail needs to be 
distributed to the caser work area in a continuous stream and made available for them to 
case. Rather than a traditional casing set up, the cases for each group should be close to 
each other and easily reachable by the caser. It is suggested that two rows of facing cases 
be utilized. It is anticipated that no more than one or two pieces ofcasing equipment will 
be used on each route due to the low volume present on a consistent basis. Three 
deliveries per separation may be feasible due to the low instance of mail volume per 
separation. 
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Exclusive ofany fourth bundle issues, sequenced sets may not be cased into the carrier 
cases, but must be taken directly to the street. Management's park and loop obligations 
ofdelivering no more than three bundles on the street for park and loop deliveries must 
be honored, so non-park and loop routes are preferred for the test plan. It is suggested 
that some park and loop delivery be included in the test routes. 

Volume Determination 

The office must use DOIS to input accurate, timely volume information by trip and 
source. The issue is the need to determine by route volumes availability early enough for 
the caser to work beginning at start of tour. A series ofroutes must be combined for each 
caser assignment, with an even distribution of early arriving volume placed at the 
respective cases. Sufficient volumes must be available to keep the caser busy until the 
remainder ofthe caseablemail arrives on the dispatch ofvalue. 

Volume will be determined based on the "Route Detail Volume Feedback Report" found 
in DOIS. This information at a route level is only available in a daily format. A query 
utilizing the DOIS Shadow Tables will be defined to accumulate volumes in an aggregate 
time period. 

The cases for the routes in a easers circle must be located back to back across a short 
aisle. This allows for more efficient movement between cases as mail is available. The 
mail must be brought to the distribution case by the clerks due to the crucial time 
constraints and the criticality of getting the mail cased and ready for the arriving 
deliverers. 

Protocol: 

The easers reporting time would be based on when sufficient volumes are available to 
keep them continuously busy. They would clock in and case up all available mail across 
all assigned routes. It is anticipated that these volumes will equate to no more than three 
feet ofmail daily. The carrier will case mail as it is available on each route portion. The 
carrier will not clock onto each route portion, but focus on casing all mail available as 
quickly and accurately as possible. 

Loading may be done by a loader position, or may be done by the caser or possibly the 
deliverer. Additional office time must be made available for the caser ifthe easer is to do 
this work - either mail must be made available earlier on more routes, or the deliverers 
must report later. The loader should first inspect all vehicles in his string prior to actually 
loading. Loading will be done in a standardized manner. 

When deliverers arrive, they will report to the cage and sign for all accountables. They 
will check with the supervisor for instructions prior to leaving for the street. Average 
street time for each delivered route will be 7 hours 30 minutes. 
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Casers may also have a street segment of approximately 4 hours. This will generally be 
the business delivery portion for that zone. This will allow for the deliverers to deliver 
early residential deliveries, while the casers handle businesses that might not be open 
when deliverers start their street assignments. Early bird collections may also provide 
work ofopportunity to build eight hour assignments. 

Route Optimization Route Setup Process 

• 	 Determine mail arrival and availability profile by route in 15 minute increments 

• 	 Convert volumes in chart to earned time based on existing casing standards 
(18/8/70). Combine earned route time into a route total casing time. 

• 	 Based on when mail is available for casing, and desired leaving time of carriers, 
establish projected office time for each caser. This will generally be around 100 
minutes ofcasing time. 

• 	 Determine number ofoffice caser assignments by dividing total time earned by 
100 minutes (time proposed for each caser assignment). 

• 	 Determine number ofdelivery assignments. Multiply number ofcaser 
assignments by expected street time (approximately 4.5 hours). Subtract result 
from base street hours for unit. Divide remainder by 7.50 hours (expected 
duration of street assignment) to determine number ofdelivery assignments. 
Consult with personnel with local knowledge to determine ifroutes should be 
adjusted heavy or light. Any remainder may be utilized on part time loader 
position. 

• 	 Actual street routes will be determined by completion ofCOR adjustment. 

• 	 Consolidate routes into caser groups using projected office time based on route 
total casing time. Include at least one route with 30 minutes or greater route 
casing time into each caser group. Allow 10 minutes pull down time per cased 
route 

• 	 Casing equipment for casing groups will be placed in a convenient grouping for 
the caser to observe each case for available work load and thus move efficiently 
from route to route, and for the clerks to distribute residual mail to the case for 
casing by the caser. This may mean that equipment is lined up side by side into 
aisles, with an alternate row ofcases on the other side of a common aisle. 

Business Case 

1) Minimize Fixed Office Time on 2/3 of routes 
2) Minimize carrier case floor space requirements through case consolidations 
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3) Take advantage ofeconomy ofscale and control periods of frequent time wasting 
practices such as vehicle inspection (line 19), loading. 

4) Reduce office percent to standard through more efficient casing, reduction in 
office line item time and elimination ofwaiting time 

The concept ofcasers/deliverers would be implemented in low volume offices with 
consistent early mail flows from the plant. A dedicated employee, the caser, would report 
when volumes are available. He would be responsible for casing residual mail on 
approximately three routes, whose casing equipment would be located adjacent to each 
other in the office. After casing, they would pull down the residual mail and load the 
mail into the delivery vehicle. SPR's would be worked into the residual mail during pull 
down. He would also load sequenced sets, DPS letters, FSS flats ifavailable and parcels. 
The caser may be responsible for performing the vehicle check on his group ofvehicles. 
These vehicles would be parked adjacent to each other in the parking lot, minimizing 
follow-on time for inspecting each successive vehicle. 

Sample schedule 

0600 caserreports 
0600-0601 - caser reports directly to casing assignment 
0601-0830 - caser cases all residual mail with emphasis on route with earliest deliverer 
report time, pulls down residual, inserting SPRS in delivery order as pull down proceeds. 
Caser loads residual mail, DPS letters, FSS flats if available, sequenced mail and parcels 
into the route's loading conveyance. 
0830-0900 - Variable volume overflow period. Ifresidual mail volume is heavy, this 
period would be used to extend office activities for assigned three routes. Ifoffice time 
not required by volume, the caser would depart for the street on the assigned street 
portion of the route. 
0900-1420 - caser delivers street portion ofroute 

0840-0900 - deliverers report 
0840-0908 - Deliverer checks in with supervisor for directions, safety talk and 
performance discussion. Deliverer collects scanner, vehicle keys and accountables as 
necessary from office. Deliver pushes loading conveyance to vehicle, performs their 
vehicle check, and then loads mail into vehicle. ' 
0848 - 1720 - carrier departs for street and delivers their route on the street 
1720-1730 - deliverer resolves undeliverable mail, deposits collection mail, gets cleared, 
ends tour. 

Review Resources and Schedule: Prior to any reviews being conducted with carriers, it 
is recommended that a preliminary review of the proposed site be held. This review 
should include a Function Four Review to ensure that adequate and appropriate flat 
volumes will be present. Secondly, an AM SOP review should be conducted to ensure 
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that potential data results will not possibly be impacted by correctable delivery 
management issues. Baseline office and street data should be validated at this time. 
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